PRESS RELEASE

Gen-i extends relationship with New Zealand Ministry of
Education with new cloud service contract win
Secure cloud services for schools to be delivered in partnership with Infosys and Hyro
Auckland, New Zealand – March 22, 2012: Gen-i has won a five year contract to build and
deploy the Ministry of Education’s cloud-based Identity and Access Management service.
The new contract, to be delivered in partnership with Infosys and Hyro, is the first time the
Ministry has outsourced its identity and access management services. The cloud service will
provide secure access to potentially 32,000 users of applications or services at the Ministry,
the Tertiary Education Commission and NZ Qualifications Authority.
Murray Young, Gen-i’s General Manager for Professional Services, said that the new deal
builds on Gen-i’s long standing relationship with the Ministry of Education through providing
a range of voice, mobile and data services.
“We have a strong track record with the education sector in New Zealand and our team
worked very closely with the Ministry of Education to understand their unique challenges and
deliver an Identity and Access Management solution that was cost effective and robust.
Crucially, our proposal was scalable – meaning that it can address the future needs of the
education system as it changes.
“We’re delighted that they have again opted to partner with us and we’re looking forward to
delivering a solution that ensures critical information is stored locally within New Zealand
while benefitting from our expertise and ongoing investment in world class infrastructure.”
The new Identity and Access Management Service will be delivered as a Software as a
Service and will be hosted locally in Gen-i’s data centres using Gen-i’s ReadyCloud service.
The solution removes the need to purchase costly servers and underlying support
infrastructure, and will allow the education sector to benefit from a much more efficient and
reliable service.
Infosys will be managing the deployment and ongoing management within the Gen-i
ReadyCloud infrastructure. Melbourne-based digital agency Hyro will be providing its
IdaptiveTM identity management software, already being used by the Victorian Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development, to be deployed as the new Identity and
Access Management service.
Leanne Gibson, Chief Information Officer at the Ministry of Education, said that the delivery
of the new Identity and Access Management service as a cloud based service shows a
significant new direction for service delivery by the Ministry.
“We were impressed with the use of this service by the Victorian Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development and immediately saw the potential for deploying this
solution for New Zealand education providers.”
Anthony Poiner, CEO for Hyro, said that businesses and government agencies were
increasingly looking to benefit from Identity and Access Management but not necessarily run
it themselves.
“We firmly believe that our IdaptiveTM software provides the highest levels of reliability and
robustness for Identity and Access management services. Already it is currently used by the
Victorian Department of Education and Early Childhood Development to manage the
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identities of over 1.5 million parents, teachers and students. This agreement with Gen-i is a
significant step towards further major deployments in New Zealand and Australia,” he said.
Patrick Kouwenhoven, Head of New Zealand Operations at Infosys, said that the program
will harness Infosys’ global expertise as a cloud ecosystem integrator.
“For New Zealanders to enjoy all the cost and flexibility advantages of the cloud, it’s critical
that these cloud services are delivered with world-class security tools and methods. This
project will deliver a strong foundation for the Ministry of Education’s users, and creates a
platform other government agencies can use to undertake secure cloud services in the
future.”
The contract was awarded via competitive tender with the first application to be delivered by
July this year and the full Identity Access and Management service to be deployed by 30
November 2012.
About Gen-i
Gen-i is at the forefront of helping customers take advantage of the convergence of
technology and telecommunications, and the new opportunities this makes possible. Gen-i
works alongside its 3,300 corporate, government and business customers to deliver
seamless hosted and integrated ICT solutions. A member of the Telecom New Zealand
Group, Gen-i achieves this with the support of 3,000 highly skilled people in 15 locations
across New Zealand and Australia. For more information on Gen-i, visit www.gen-i.co.nz
About Infosys Australia & New Zealand
Infosys Australia & New Zealand is the Australasian subsidiary of Infosys (Nasdaq: INFY),
which provides expertise to some of the world’s major banks, utilities and other large
enterprises to ensure their applications meet the highest standards for regulatory
compliance, governance and security.
Many of the world’s most successful organisations rely on the 145,000 people of Infosys to
deliver measurable business value. Infosys provides business consulting, technology,
engineering and outsourcing services to help clients in over 30 countries build tomorrow’s
enterprise.
About Hyro
Hyro is Australia’s oldest and largest digital agency (ASX: HYO), and employs over 150 staff
across Australia and Thailand.
By offering the functions of Strategy, Experience, Technology, and Operations within one
company, Hyro helps clients turn their digital channel into a source of competitive
advantage. For over 16 years, Hyro have been helping iconic Australian and Asian
enterprises, along with leading state and federal government departments to harness new
technologies and ideas including online, mobile, IPTV, kiosks and emerging devices like the
iPad.
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For more information, contact:
Nick Gowland,
Corporate Communications
Manager
nick.gowland@telecom.co.nz
M: 027 506 8147

MOE
Matt Radley
Senior Media Advisor Manager
Phone +64 4 463 8391
Mobile+64212416078
matt.radley@minedu.govt.nz

Megan Heffield
Senior Media Advisor
04 463 8017 (Ext 48017)
Mobile: 027 283 6122
Megan.Heffield@minedu.govt.nz

Hyro
Paul Cook,
Marketing Executive
paul.cook@hyro.com
M: +61 420 913 863

Infosys
Richard Carter
forInfosys
richard.carter@talkies.co.nz
M: 021 526 559

Cristin Balog,
National Marketing Manager
Infosys Australia & New Zealand
cristin_balog@infosys.com
M: +61 428 316 536
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